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Abstract.    The present note introduces a new class of mappings called Faα-irresolute mappings. 
We obtain several characterizations of this class and study its properties and investigate the 
relationship with the known mappings. 

 
 
1. Introduction 
 
T.H. Yalvac [10] introduced  the notion of fuzzy irresolute mappings.  The present author 
[9]  introduced the notion of fuzzy semi α-irresolute (shortly Fsα-irresolute) mappings. 
The purpose of this note is to introduce and investigate the concept of Faα-irresolute 
mappings and give several characterization and its properties.  Relation between this 
class and other classes of functions are obtained.  The class of fuzzy almost α-irresolute 
mapping, which is stronger than Fβ-continuity, is a generalization of  both Fa-irresolute 
mappings  and Fsα-irresolute mappings . 
 
 
2. Preliminaries 
 
Throughout this note, spaces always mean fuzzy topological spaces and YXf →:  
denotes a mapping from a space ),( τX into a space .),( σY  The closure and the interior 
of A are denoted by )(1 AC  and  ,)(AInt respectively. 
 
Definition 2.1.   A fuzzy subset A of space X is said to be fuzzy α-open [3],  (resp . fuzzy 
semi open [1], fuzzy pre open [3], fuzzy β-open [4]) if )))((1( AIntCIntA ≤ (resp. 

,))((1 AIntCA ≤  ,))(1( ACIntA ≤ )ACIntCA )))(1((1≤ . 
 
 The family of all Fα-open (resp. Fs-open Fp-open, Fβ-open) sets in a space X is 
denoted by )(XOFα  (resp. )(,)( XFPOXFSO  and .))(XOFβ   The complement of a 
Fα-open (resp. Fβ-open) set is said to be Fα-closed (resp. Fβ-closed).  The intersection 
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of all Fα-closed sets containing A is called α-closure of A and is denoted by );(1 ACα  the 
union of all Fα-open set contained in A is called the α-interior of A and is denoted by 

.)(AIntα  [6] 
 
Definition 2.2.   A mapping YXf →:  is said to be fuzzy α-irresolute [6] (resp. fuzzy 

semi α-irresolute [9] ) if )(1 Af −  is Fα-open (resp . Fs-open) in X  for every Fα-open set 
A of Y . 
 
Definition 2.3.   A mapping YXf →:  is said to be fuzzy strongly α-continuous [9] 

(resp. fuzzy irresolute [10], Fa-irresolute [8] ) if  )(1 Af −  is Fα-open (resp. Fs-open,  
Fβ-open) in X for every Fs-open set A of Y . 
 
Definition 2.4.  A mapping YXf →:  is said to be Fβ-continuous [4] (resp.                    

Fβ-irresolute)  if )(1 Af −   is Fβ-open in X for every fuzzy open (resp. Fβ-open) set              
A of  Y . 
 
Definition 2.5.   A fuzzy point tx  is said to be quasi-coincident with a fuzzy set A in X if 

.1)( >+ xAt   A fuzzy set A in X is said to be quasi- coincident with a fuzzy set B in X, 
denoted by  ,BqA  if there exists a point x in X , such that, 1)()( >+ xBxA .  [7] 
 
Lemma 2.1.  Let  YXf →:  be a mapping and tx be a fuzzy point of X.   Then , 

(a) ,)()( 1 BqfxBqxf tt
−⇒  for every  fuzzy set B of Y.  

(b)  ,)()( AfqxfAqx tt ⇒  for every  fuzzy set A of  X . [10] 
 
 
3.  Faα−irresolute mappings 
 
Definition 3.1.  A mapping YXf →:  is said to be Faα-irresolute if  )(1 Af −  is fuzzy 
β-open (shortly Fβ-open) in X for every Fα-open set A of Y . 
 
 From the definition , we obtain the following diagram: 
 

 Fα-irresolute                Fsα-irresolute                  αFa -irresolute                Fβ-continuity 
 
  
 
 fuzzy strongly α-continuity          fuzzy irresolute          Fa-irresolute           Fβ-irresolute  
  
 The examples given below shows that the converse of these implications are not true 
in general.  For,  
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Example 3.1.   Let  .},{},,{ baYyxX ==   The fuzzy set GEHBA ,,,, are defined as:  
,0)(;6.0)(,5.0)( ==== xBbAaA ,0)(;6.0)( == aHyB ;8.0)( =bH ,6.0)( =xE

;3.0)( =yE  .6.0)(,2.0)( == bGaG  Let .}1,,0{,}1,0{ A== στ  ,}1,,0{1 B=τ  
},1,,0{1 H=σ  ,}1,,0{2 E=τ  .}1,,0{2 g=σ    Then the mapping ),(),(: στ Yxf →  

defined by  axf =)( and byf =)( is Fβ-irresolute and hence Faα-irresolute but not 
Fsα-irresolute; the mapping ),(),(: 11 στ YXg →  defined by byfaxf == )(,)(  is    
Fα-irresolute but not Fa-irresolute. The mapping h: ),(),( 22 στ YX →  defined by  

byfaxf == )(,)(  is Fβ-continuous but not Faα-continuous. 
 
Example 3.2.   Let },,{},,{ baYyxX ==  a fuzzy sets A is defined as:  

3.0)(,5.0)( == yAxA .  Let  }1,,0{ A=τ  and  }1,0{=σ  then the mapping 
),(),(: στ YXf →  defined by  byfaxf == )(,)(   is fuzzy strongly α-continuous 

but not Fβ-irresolute .     
 Other examples can be seen in [6]. 
 
Theorem 3.1.   The following are equivalent for a mapping ,: YXf →  

(a)  f  is Faα-irresolute;  
(b)  for every fuzzy point tx  in X and every Fα-open set V of  Y containing )( txf , 

there exists an Fβ-open set U of  X containing tx  such that ;)( VUf ≤  
(c)  for every fuzzy point tx  of X and for every Fα-open set V of  Y containing )( txf , 

there exists an Fβ-open set U in X such that ;)(1 VfUxt
−≤∈  

(d) for every fuzzy point tx  in X ,  the inverse image of each α-neighbourhood [7] of 
)( txf  is a β-neighbourhood [6] of  tx . 

(e)  for every fuzzy point tx  in X and each α-neighbourhood B of )( txf  there exists 
a β-neighbourhood  A of  tx

 
such that ;)( BAf ≤   

(f)  ,))))((1((1)( 11 VfCIntCVf −− ≤  for every Fα-open set V of  Y;  

(g)  )(1 Hf −   is Fβ-closed in X, for every Fα-closed set H of  Y;  

(h)  ))(1()))(((1( 11 BCfBfIntCInt α−− ≤  for every fuzzy subset B of  Y; 
(i) ))((1)))((1(( AfCAIntCIntf α≤  for every fuzzy subset A of  X . 
 
Proof.  (a) ⇔ (b) ⇔ (c); (d) ⇒ (e):  obvious  
(b) ⇒ (f):  Let V be any Fα-open set of Y and .)(1 Vfxt

−∈   By (b),  there                       
exists a  Fβ-open set U of  X containing tx  such that .)( VUf ≤   Thus we                                   

have )))((1((1)))(1((1 1 VfCIntCUCIntCUxt
−≤≤∈  and hence )(1 Vf −  

.))))((1((1 1 VfCIntC −≤   
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(f) ⇒ (g): Let H be any Fα-closed set of Y.   Set  ,HYV −=  then V is                           

Fα-open in Y. By (f), we obtain ))))((1((1)( 11 VfCIntCVf −− ≤  and hence,  

)()()( 111 VfXHYfXHf −−− −=−−=  is Fβ-closed in X. 
(g) ⇒ (h):   Let B be any fuzzy sub set of Y.   Since )(1 BCα  is an  Fα-closed subset of         

Y, ))(1((1 BCf α−  is Fβ-closed in X, and hence .))(1())))))(1((1( 11 BCfBCfCInt αα −− ≤  

Therefore, we obtain .))(1())))(((1( 11 BCfBfIntCInt α−− ≤  
(h) ⇒ (i):  Let A be any fuzzy subset of X by (h), we have )))((1 AIntIntC  

))((1()))))((((1( 11 AfCfAffIntCInt α−− ≤≤  and hence ))))((1(( AIntCIntf  
.))((1 AfCα≤  

(i) ⇒ (a):  Let V be any Fα-open subset of Y.  Since )(1 VYf −−                      

)(1 VfX −−=  is a fuzzy subset of  X, by (f), we obtain  

,)()))(((1)))))(((1(( 11 VYVIntYVYffCVYfIntCIntf −=−=−≤− −− αα  and hence,  

))))))((1(())))(((1(())))((1((1 111 VYfIntCIntVfXIntCIntVfCIntCX −=−=− −−−

 .)()())))))(((1((( 1111 VfXVYfVYfIntCIntff −−−− −=−≤−≤   Therefore,  we 

have ))))((1((1)( 11 VfCIntCVf −− ≤  and hence )(1 Vf −  is Fβ-open in X.  Thus f is                
Faα-irresolute.  
(a) ⇒ (d):  Let tx  be a fuzzy point in X and V be α-neighbourhood of  ,)( txf  then 

there exist a Fα-open set G of, Y  such that,  .)( VGxf t ≤∈   Now )(1 Gf −  is Fβ-open 

in X and .)()( 11 VfGfxt
−− ≤∈   Thus  )(1 Vf −  is a β-neighbourhood of tx  in X. 

(e) ⇒ (b):  Let tx  be a fuzzy point in X and V is Fα-open set of Y such that 
.)( Vxf t ∈     Then V is  α-neighbourhood of  ,)( txf so there is a β-neighbourhood A 

of ,tx such that ,Axt ∈  and .)( VAf ≤   Hence there exists a Fβ-open set U in X such 
that AUxt ≤∈  and so .)()( VAfUf ≤≤  
 
Theorem 3.2.  The following are equivalent for a mapping YXf →: : 
(a) f  is Faα-irresolute ; 

(b) for each point tx  of X and every Fα-open set B of Y, such that ,)( Bqxf t  there 
exists, a Fβ-open set A in X such that Aqxt  and  .)( BAf ≤  

 

(c) For every fuzzy point tx  of X and every Fα-open set B of Y such that ,)( Bqxf t  

there exists, a Fβ-open set A of  X such that  Aqxt  and  .)(1 BfA −≤  
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Proof.   (a) ⇒ (b):   Let tx be a fuzzy point of X and B be a Fα-open set of Y such that 

.)( Bqxf t   Then )(1 Bf −  is Fβ-open in X, and )(1 Bfqxt
−  by Lemma 2.1.  If we take  

)(1 BfA −=   then  Aqxt  and  .))(()( 1 BBffAf ≤= −  
(b) ⇒ (c):   Let tx  be a fuzzy point and B be a Fα-open set of Y such that .)( Bqxf t  
Then by (b), there exists a Fβ-open set A of X such that Aqxt  and .)( BAf ≤  Hence 

we have Aqxt and .)())(( 11 BfAffA −− ≤≤  
(c) ⇒ (a):  Let B be a Fα-open set of Y and tx  be a fuzy point of X such that 

.)(1 Bfxt
−∈   Then .)( Bxf t ∈   Choose the fuzzy point  .)(1)( xxxx t

c
t −=   Then 

.)( Bqxf c
t   And so by (c),  there exists a Fβ-open set A of X such that Aqx c

t  and 

.)( BAf ≤   Now Aqxc
t  implies .1)()(1)()( >+−=+ xAxxxAxx t

c
t   It follows 

that .Axt ∈   Thus  .)(1 BfAxt
−≤∈   Hence )(1 Bf −  is Fβ-open in X. 

 
Theorem 3.3. A mapping YXf →:  is Faα-irresolute if the graph mapping 

,: YXXg ×→  defined by ))(,()( xfxxg =  for each ,Xx ∈  is Faα-irresolute. 
 
Proof.   Let Xxt ∈  and V be any Fα-open set of Y containing .)( txf   Then,  VX ×  is 
Fα-open is YX ×  containing  .)( txg  Since g is Faα-irresolute there exists , Fβ-open 
set U of X containing tx  such that VXUg ×≤)(  and hence .)( VUf ≤   Thus,                 
f  is .irresolute-αFa   
 
Theorem 3.4.   If  YXf →:  is Faα-irresolute and A is Fα-open subset of X, then the 
restriction YAAf →:|  is Faα-irresolute.  
 
Proof.   Let V be any Fα-open set of Y.  Since f is ,irresolute-αFa  then )(1 Vf −  is              

Fβ-open in X.   Since A is Fα-open in X, then )()()|( 11 VfAVAf −− ∩=   is Fβ-open 
in A and hence Af |   is Faα-irresolute. 
 
Theorem 3.5.   Let YXf →:  be a mapping and }^:{ ∈iAi  be a cover of  X  by             
Fβ-open sets of X.   Then f is Faα-irresolute if  YAAf ii →:|   is Faα-irresolute for 
each  ^.∈i   
 
Proof. Let V be any Fα-open set of Y.  Since iAf |  is Faα-irresolute, then  

)()|( 1 VAf i
−  is Fβ-open in iA  and since ,)(XOFAi β∈ then )()|( 1 VAf i

−  is  Fβ-open 

in X for each  ^∈i .   Therefore }^:)({)()( 111 ∈∩∪=∩= −−− iVfAVfXVf i  

}^:)()|{ 1 ∈∪= − iVAf i  is Fβ-open in X .  Hence f is Faα-irresolute. 
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Theorem 3.6.   A mapping  YXf →:  is Faα-irresolute, then  )(1 Bf −  is Fβ-closed in 
X for any nowhere dense set B of Y . 
 
Proof.   Let B be any nowhere dense subset of Y, then BY −  is Fα-open in Y.  Since f is 
Faα-irresolue, then )()( 11 BfXBYf −− −=−  is Fβ-open in X and hence )(1 Bf −  is  
Fβ-closed in X. 
 
Theorem 3.7.   A mapping YXf →:  is Faα-irresolute iff, for each Yp ∈  and each 
fuzzy open set V of Y such that Yp ∈  and each fuzzy open set V of Y such that 

,))(1( VCIntp ∈  the inverse image of  pV ∪  is Fβ-open in X . 
 
Proof.  Necessity.   Since ,))(1( VCIntpVV ≤∪≤  then pV ∪  is a Fα-open set of Y.   

Since f is Faα-irresolute, then  )(1 pVf ∪−  is Fβ-open in X. 
 
Sufficiency.   Since V be a Fα-open  set of Y.  Then, there exists an fuzzy  open set B of 
Y such that  .))(1( BCIntVB <≤    By hypothesis,  )(1 pBf ∪−  is Fβ-open in X for 

each .Vp ∈   This shows that }:)({)( 11 VppBfVf ∈∪∪= −−  is Fβ-open in X and 
hence f  is Faα-irresolute .  
 
Theorem 3.8.   Let YXf →:  and  ZYg →:  be mapping.  Then the composition  

ZXfg →:o  is Faα-irresolute if  f  and g  satisfy one of the following condition:  
 

(a)  f  is Faα-irresolute and g is Fα-irresolute,  
(b)  f  is Fβ-irresolute and g is Faα-irresolute,  
(c)  f  is Fa-irresolute and g is Fsα-irresolute. 
 
Proof.  Let W be any fα-open subset of Z.  Since g is Fα-irresolute, then )(1 Wg −  is            

Fβ-open in Y.   Since f is Faα-irresolute, ))(()()( 111 WgfWfg −−− =o   is Fβ-open in X 
and hence fg o  is Faα-irresolute.  
 The proof of the conditions (b) and (c) is analogous to that of (a).   It follows from 
the definitions. 
 We recall that a space X is said to be fuzzy submaximal if  every fuzzy dense subset 
of X is fuzzy open in X and  fuzzy extremely disconnected if  the closure of  each fuzzy 
open set of X is fuzzy  open  in  X. 
 
Theorem 3.9.   Let X be a fuzzy submaximal  and fuzzy extremely disconnected space. 
Then the following are equivalent for a mapping  :: YXf →  
(a)  f  is Fα-irresolute;  
(b)  f  is Fsα-irresolute;  
(c)  f  is Faα-irresolute; 
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Proof.  This follows from  the fact that if ),( τX  is fuzzy submaximal and extremely 
disconnected then  .)()()( XOFXFSOXOF βατ ===  
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